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Anomalous Hall E�et due to the spin hirality in the Kagomé lattie
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We onsider a model for a two dimensional eletron gas moving on a kagomé lattie and loally

oupled to a hiral magneti texture. We show that the transverse ondutivity �xy does not vanish

even if spin-orbit oupling is not present and it may exhibit unusual behavior. Model parameters

are the hirality, the number of ondution eletrons and the amplitude of the loal oupling. Upon

varying these parameters, a topologial transition haraterized by hange of the band Chern num-

bers our. As a onsequene, �xy an be quantized, proportional to the hirality or have a non

monotoni behavior upon varying these parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

In ferromagneti systems, there are two ontributions

to the transverse resistivity �xy : one is due to the usual

Lorentz fore ating on the eletrons when a magneti

�eld is applied, R 0B , the seond one, R sM , is propor-

tional to the magnetization of the ferromagnet. This is

alled the anomalous Hall e�et.

The origin of this anomalous Hall e�et has long been

ontroversial and both extrinsi (impurities) or intrin-

si mehanisms were disussed. Karplus and Luttinger

1

proposed that this e�et is a onsequene of spin-orbit

interation in metalli ferromagnets. Then it was argued

that impurities give the main ontribution to the anoma-

lous Hall e�et and usually two mehanisms, both due

to spin-orbit oupling, ontribute: one is known as side-

jump mehanism

2,3

and it predits that the Hall resis-

tivity R s is proportional to the longitudinal resistivity

�. The seond one

4,5

is the skew-sattering mehanism,

whih gives a ontribution proportional to �2.

In the reent years several groups measured anomalous

Hall e�et in various systems whih annot be attributed

to usual mehanisms (skew-sattering or side-jump). A

new intrinsi mehanism, related to non-ollinear spin

on�guration, with a ferromagneti omponent, was �rst

proposed for manganites

6,7,8

: in these systems deviation

from ollinearity is a onsequene of the ompetition be-

tween double exhange, superexhange and spin-orbit in-

terations. Then it was proposed that a similar meha-

nism works in spin glass systems where spin on�guration

is highly non oplanar

9,10

: in the weak oupling limit it

was shown that the Hall resistivity is proportional to the

uniform hirality parameter with a sign whih depends on

the details of the band struture. This hirality parame-

ter was de�ned by Tatara and Kawamura

9

for three spins

at sites i, j, k as a salar quantity: � = hSi:(Sj � Sk)i,

being non-zero if the spins are non-oplanar. Very re-

ently several groups on�rmed the existene of suh a

ontribution in typial AuFe spin glasses

11,12

.

In non-disordered systems, the same mehanism an

work as soon as the ordered magneti struture is non-

oplanar. This is realized in several pyrohlore om-

pounds suh as Nd2Mo2O7 for whih Taguhi et al
13

pro-

posed that an anomalous ontribution to the Hall e�et is

related to the umbrella struture of both Nd and Mo mo-

ments in the long range ordered phase. Detailed studies

of this system and other pyrohlores (SmxY1�x Mo2O7,

NdxY1�x Mo2O7) have been performed

13,14,15

leading to

some ontroversy: using neutron di�ration experiments

in magneti �eld it is possible to alulate the T and H

dependene of both Mo and Nd hiral order parameter

and in Ref. 15 it was onluded that the hiral meha-

nism alone annot explain the T-dependene of the Hall

oe�ient in pyrohlores.

From the theoretial point of view, this mehanism is

often alled �Berry phase ontribution� beause a non-

vanishing spin hirality is assoiated with a non-vanishing

Berry phase for ondution eletrons oupled via loal

Hund's exhange interation to the spins. Ohgushi et

al

16

alulated the Hall e�et in a Kagomé lattie with a

non-oplanar long range spin struture. They have shown

that, in the adiabati limit, when the eletron ondu-

tion spins are aligned with loalized spins at eah site

of the lattie (this orresponds to in�nite Hund's ou-

pling), the Berry phase ontribution to Hall ondutivity

is quantized for some values of the band �lling. In this

paper, we study a model whih extrapolates between this

strong oupling limit and the weak oupling ase studied

by Tatara and Kawamura

9

. We show also that the Berry

phase ontribution does not depend only on the hirality,

but also on the strength of the loal Hund's oupling and

on the band �lling.

II. MODEL

A. Hamiltonian

The aim of this work is to show how the transport prop-

erties of eletrons are in�uened by two di�erent ontri-

butions. First, the eletrons are restrited to move on a

lattie and are therefore experiening its geometry. This

results in a peuliar band struture. Seond, eah ele-

tron has its spin loally oupled to a given distribution

of magneti moments on eah site of the lattie.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0601583v1
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Both e�ets are taken into aount in the following

Hamiltonian:

H =

X

hi;ji;�

tij

�

c
y

i�cj� + h:c:

�

� J
X

i

c
y

i� (��� � Si)ci�:

(1)

The �rst term desribes the eletrons moving on the lat-

tie: tij is the hopping integral between two neighboring

sites iand j; c
y

i� and ci� are the reation and annihilation

operators of an eletron with spin � on the site i. The

seond part of the Hamiltonian ouples the eletron spin

to a loal moment on eah site.

The oupling onstant to eah loal moment Si is J,

and these moments are treated below as lassial vari-

ables. ��� are the Pauli matries. The underlying lat-

tie is the Kagomé lattie, depited in Fig. 1. It is a two

dimensional tiling of orner sharing triangles, desribed

as a triangular lattie of triangles throughout this artile.

This Hamiltonian has already been disussed in the

limit of J ! 1 by Ohgushi et al.

16

In this limit the

two � = ";# bands are in�nitely splitted and the model

desribes a fully polarized eletron gas subjet to a mod-

ulation of a �titious magneti �eld, orresponding to

the moleular �eld assoiated with the magneti texture.

The omparison with the present work will be done later

on. In a general ase of �nite J, the alulations must be

done numerially. It is worth noting that the sign of J is

unimportant in this lassial treatment sine hanging J

to � J is equivalent to an exhange of " and # spin states.

FIG. 1: (a) The Kagomé lattie is desribed as a triangu-

lar lattie of triangles. Its Bravais vetors are a1 = (1;0),

a2 = (� 1=2;
p
3=2), and a3 = � (1=2;

p
3=2), onneting re-

spetively, the points A to B , B to C , and C to A . (b) The

�rst Brillouin zone is an hexagon with the orners loated at

k = � (2�=3)a1, k = � (2�=3)a2 and k = � (2�=3)a3. () The

umbrella struture on the triangular ell of the kagomé lattie.

B. Parameters and motivation

We onsider the spin texture as a 'parameter' of the

model. The loal moments Si are desribed lassially,

and the hosen magneti phase is periodi, thus allowing

to work in the reiproal spae. The hoie of the mag-

neti arrangement is motivated by two reasons. First,

we are interested in desribing the anomalous trans-

port properties of the type already addressed in previ-

ous works (see Refs. [14,16,17℄) in whih it has been ar-

gued that the transverse ondutivity may be related to

the hirality of the magneti phase. Seond, an unusual

mehanism of the AHE has reently been proposed, based

on an unonventional hiral magneti ordering due to ge-

ometrial frustration

14,18,19,20

but with ontroversial in-

terpretations. We therefore onsider the present model

as a simple model to address these problems and learly

identify eah relevant ontribution.

We onsider the magneti phase whih has been

obtained by studying a pure spin model with the

anisotropi Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interations on the

Kagomé lattie

21

. It onsists of an umbrella of three spins

per unit ell of the Kagomé lattie (see Fig. 1). Eah um-

brella an be desribed by the spherial oordinates of the

three spins (�=6;�), (5�=6;�)and (� �=2;�). The angle

� ranges from 0 (all the spins are perpendiular to plane,

and the orresponding ordering is ferromagneti) to �.

It is worth noting that the usual three sublattie planar

magneti phase belonging to the ground state manifold

of the kagomé antiferromagnet, and ommonly denoted

as the �q= 0 phase� orresponds to � = �=2.

In between, all phases are possible and hiral, where

hirality is de�ned as the mixed produt of three spins

on a plaquette

�ijk = Si� (Sj � Sk)=
3
p
3

2
cos� sin

2
�: (2)

All these phases (� 2 [0;�]) are therefore translation-

invariant but do not have time reversal symmetry.

We onsider the loal spins as lassial spins with

length M and we introdue in eq. 1 an e�etive oupling

onstant J0 = JM whih allows to rewrite the hamilto-

nian as

H =

X

hi;ji;�

tij

�

c
y

i�
cj� + h:c:

�

� J0

X

i

c
y

i�
(��� � ni)ci�

(3)

where ni is a unit vetor ollinear to the loal moment

Si.

Setting t = jtijjas the energy unit, our free param-

eters are the angle �, parametrizing the hirality of the

magneti texture, and the value of J0 . The Fermi level,

through the �lling fator p of the bands, an also be var-

ied. Eah of these variables gives a di�erent ontribution

as will be disussed in the next setions.

C. Physial quantities

Before alulating any physial observables, we have to

diagonalize the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1. For this purpose,

the Hamiltonian is rewritten in the reiproal spae as

H =

X

k

	
y

k
hk	 k + h:c:; (4)
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with 	 k = (cA k";cB k";cC k";cA k#;cB k#;cC k#), A;B and

C are the orners of the kagomé lattie unit ell (Fig. 1-

(a)) and

cA k� =
X

j

cA ;j;� e
ik�rij; (5)

is the Fourier transform of cA ;j;� and rA j = rA + R j with

R j the lattie vetor and rA the position of the moment

SA in the unit ell. hk is a 6� 6matrix given by

hk =

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

� J0 cos� p1
k

p3
k

� J0 sin�e
i�
6 0 0

p1k � J0 cos� p2k 0 � J0 sin�e
i5�

6 0

p3
k

p2
k

� J0 cos� 0 0 iJ0 sin�

� J0 sin�e
�i �

6 0 0 J0 cos� p1
k

p3
k

0 � J0 sin�e
�i 5�

6 0 p1k J0 cos� p2k
0 0 � iJ0 sin� p3

k
p2
k

J0 cos�

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
A

; (6)

with tij = tand pi
k
= 2tcos(k � ai).

To alulate the Anomalous Hall E�et, we use the

expression of the o�-diagonal ondutivity using the fol-

lowing Kubo formula in the limit of disorder-free eletron

gas

22

�xy(!) =
e2�h

S

X

n6= m

X

k

(fnk � fm k)

�
hn;kjvxjm ;kihn;kjvyjm ;ki

("nk � "m k)("nk � "m k � !)
; (7)

where S is the surfae of the unit ell, "nk is the eigen-

value of matrix (6) orresponding to the energy of nth

band for the wave vetor k, with the eigenvetor jn;ki.

Here vi =
1

�h

@hk
@ki

is the veloity of eletrons (i= x;y;z).

Taking the stati limit of ! ! 0, Eq. (7) beomes

�xy =
e2�h

S

X

n;k

fn;k

X

m 6= n

(vx)
nm (vy)

nm � (vx)
m n(vy)

m n

("n;k � "m ;k)
2

=
e2

�hS

X

n;k

fn;k [r k � A n;k]z ; (8)

where A nk = � ihnkjr kjnki is the geometri vetor po-

tential and fnk is the Fermi-Dira distribution funtion.

The expression (8) is similar to that obtained by Thou-

less et al.

23

in the ontext of the Quantized Hall e�et

in two dimensions. In partiular, when the band is om-

pletely �lled, the irulation of A nk or the �ux of Berry

urvature de�ned as 
 nk = r k � A nk over the �rst Bril-

louin zone is equal to 2�i times an integer

23,24

alled

the Chern number �n . Expression (8) of the o�-diagonal

ondutivity �nally beomes

�xy =
e2

�hS

X

nk

fnk
 nk =
e2

h

X

n

�n; (9)

where �n =
1

2�

R
fnk
nkd

2
k. As we shall see, this implies

that the Hall ondutivity is quantized when the Fermi

level lies in a gap.

The Chern numbers have the following properties: (i)

the sum over all bands is equal to 0, (ii) if for some peu-

liar values of parameters of the model, the energy bands

m and n ross eah others at some point of the Brillouin

zone, their respetive Chern number obey the following

onservation rule

(�m + �n)b = (�m + �n)a (10)

where the indies b;a refer to the values of the Chern

number before and after the bands are touhing eah

other.

25

We will hek eah of these onservation rules

in the next setions.

It should be notied that the sum over k in Eq. (9)

runs over all oupied states. This may seem unusual as

in metalli systems we expet that only the quasipartiles

near the Fermi surfae ontribute to transport properties.

However, it has been reently shown by Haldane

26

that

Eq. (9) an be reoniled with this point of view and

redued to a sum over the states near the Fermi energy.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This setion is divided in two parts. In the �rst one,

the band struture is alulated for di�erent angles � and

oupling onstants J0. The evidenes for two di�erent

regimes of ouplings are given, illustrated by the varia-

tion of Chern numbers. In the seond one, we fous on

the transverse ondutivity at zero temperature. It is

shown that the hirality may be a relevant quantity for

desribing the transverse ondutivity (� / �) in some

ranges of oupling only for a half-�lled band.

A. Band struture and assoiated Chern numbers

The energy spetrum of the Kagomé lattie in the ab-

sene of exhange interation, is haraterized by one

�at band at E = 2t and two dispersive bands, whih
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touh eah other at the k-point K of the Brillouin zone

as shown in Fig. 2. This peuliarity has already been

addressed in the ontext of spin models as well as for the

metalli systems

27

.

One the oupling onstant J0 is nonzero, the energy

spetrum splits in two parts due to the spin dependant

potential. For very large values of J0, the spetrum is

divided into two groups of three bands, whih is the ase

studied by Ohgushi et al.

16

. In between, for nonzero

but not too large values of J0, the spetrum an only

be omputed numerially, exept for the speial ases of

� = 0 or �, or for general � at high symetry points.

For these intermediate values of J0, the splitting of the

spetrum depends qualitatively on two mehanisms.

First, the oupling J0 gradually separates eah group

of three bands taking them degenerate for J0 = 0 to fully

separated for in�nite J0. Seond, within eah group of

three bands, point like degeneraies are lifted (see Fig. 2,

points � and K ) when swithing on J0, and �nally re-

stored for J0 ! 1 (see Ref. 16). The numerial alu-

lation of the spetrum shows that it is either gapless for

small values of J0, or has gaps for higher values.

When gaps open, it always ours at the M point of

the Brillouin zone. This allows to ompute analytially

the ritial value of the oupling as a funtion of hirality

parameterized by the angle �,

Jc(�)= �
2

p
1+ 3cos2 �

: (11)

Using Eq. (11) we an distinguish between two di�erent

regimes (Fig. 2) depending on the value of J0 as ompare

to Jc(�). These regimes are haraterized by a partiular

organization of the band struture as shown in Figs. 2-

(b) for J0 = tand 2-() for J0 = 2tand di�erent Chern

numbers. For J0 > Jc(�), the Chern numbers assoiated

to eah band are given by � 1;0;1;1;0;� 1 from the

lower to the upper band. Those numbers were obtained

by Ohgushi et al.

16

in the limit of J0 ! 1 . When J0 <

Jc, the Chern numbers assoiated to this on�guration

are � 1;3;� 2;� 2;3;� 1 given in the same order as in

the previous ase. The global sum rule

P

n
�n = 0 is

always veri�ed as well as the loal one around the ritial

oupling where two pairs of bands are rossing eah other.

It reads as

�2 + �3 = 1 and �4 + �5 = 1 (12)

below and above the ritial oupling Jc, respetively.

The orresponding phase diagram is shown on �gure 3.

B. O�-diagonal ondutivity at T = 0

The o�-diagonal ondutivity is omputed using

Eq. (7) at T = 0 for di�erent values of the hirality �

and the amplitude of the exhange interation J0. As

shown in Fig. 4 (the orresponding energy spetrum is

presented in Figure 2,(b) and 2,()) at T = 0, the Hall
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E
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t u
ni
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FIG. 2: (a) Energy spetrum of (14) alulated for J0 = 0.

Eah band is twie degenerate due to the spin degeneray.

(b) Energy spetrum alulated for J0 = tand � = �=3. ()

Energy spetrum alulated for J0 = 2t and � = �=3. The

ritial value Jc is equal to 4t=
p
7 � 1:51 t

ondutivity is quantized when the Fermi level is lying

in the gap. The value of the plateaus depends expli-

itly on the Chern number of the �lled bands. When the

Fermi level is in a band, the sum (9) an be reformu-

lated in terms of a sum over the Fermi level as shown

by Haldane

26

reently. One has to note that when the

Fermi level and � are �xed, any variation of J0 around

Jc(�)may indue a jump in the Hall ondutivity. For

instane with a �lling fator p = 1=3 (Fig. 5-a), the Fermi

level always lies in a gap but the o�-diagonal ondutivity

jumps from � e2=h for J0 > Jc to 2e
2=h for J0 < Jc.

A similar jump an be obtained of � is hanged, while

J0 is onstant: suh a hange in � an for example

be indued by appliation of an external magneti �eld

perpendiular to the kagomé plane. In this ase, large

hange of Hall ondutivity (even sign hange) an be

indued by magneti �eld.

This is not the ase for p = 1=2. For that �lling fa-

tor, the Hall ondutivity varies smoothly when J0 passes

through the point J0 = 3t=2 whih does not depend on

� (Fig. 5-b). When J < 3t=2, the Fermi level rosses
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0 π/4 π/2
θ

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

J/
t

C
n
={-1,0,1,1,0,-1}

C
n
={-1,3,-2,-2,3,-1}

FIG. 3: The phase diagram in J0 � � variables. The blak

line is given by Eq. (11) and orresponds to the vanishing gap

between the bands 2 and 3 (the gap between the bands 4 and

5 is also vanishing).

the bands three and four resulting to a nonzero Hall on-

dutivity. When J > 3t=2, the Fermi level is in the gap

separating the band three and four and the o�-diagonal

ondutivity is given by the sum o� the Chern number

of the �rst three bands whih gives zero.

Fig 5 shows the variation of the Hall ondutivity as

a funtion of J0 for �lling fators 1/4 (Fig. 5-) and 1/5

(Fig. 5-d): in both ases the Fermi level is not in a gap

and Hall ondutivity does not exhibit any jump.

From these omments, it is lear that the hirality is

never a relevant parameter for the Hall ondutivity when

the Fermi level lies in a gap, beause �xy is then quantized

and obviously, not proportional to the hirality.

Conversely, it is possible to hoose a �lling fator suh

that the Fermi level is not within a gap. In Fig. 6, we

present �xy versus � for the �lling fator p = 1=2 (a)

and (b) and di�erent values of J0. For this �lling fator,

the Fermi level is not in a gap if J0 < 3t=2. Saling

the ondutivity by its maximal value in eah ase shows

that it is proportional to hirality in a large range of

oupling J0, but also for large values of the hirality. This

is somewhat unexpeted as the previous studies relating

�xy to � were restrited to small values of �9. However,

for di�erent values of the band �lling this is no longer true

as shown on �gure 6 for p= 1=4 (6-) and p = 1=5 (6-d):

for these �lling fators, �xy is sensitive to the variation of

the Chern numbers when J0 varies. In fat we found that

the Hall ondutivity is proportional to hirality only for

p = 1=2 and small enough J0.

-4 -2 0 2
-2

-1

0

1

2

-4 -2 0 2 4
Fermi level ε

f
 (in t units)

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

σ xy
 (

in
 e

2 /h
)

a)

b)

FIG. 4: O�-diagonal ondutivity evaluated at T = 0 as a

funtion of "f for � = �=3 and (a) J0 = 2 t (b) J0 = t. In

both ases, �xy is quantized when the Fermi level is lying in

a gap. The values of the plateaus depend strongly on the

topology of the energy spetrum.

IV. DISCUSSION

The model studied in this paper annot be diretly

applied to materials, in whih the Anomalous Hall E�et

attributed to the spin hirality has been observed.

However, some interesting features have been obtained

in this model. This work shows that transverse on-

dutivity may be proportional to hirality in a strong

oupling regime, extending previous results obtained in

the weak oupling ase

9

but this ours only for a half

�lled band. It is also shown that the dependene of

�xy is not only determined by the hirality but also de-

pends strongly on the exhange oupling parameter and

on the band �lling fator. �xy an present a large vari-

ety of behaviors: non-monotoni variation, sign hange

or plateaus an be observed. Thus, even if the underlying

magneti phase hirality is the main origin of this intrin-

si anomalous Hall e�et, it is far from being entirely

determined by the hirality.

We suggest that in real systems, variation of oupling J

an be indued by temperature: the temperature ats on

the system in many di�erent ways. It ats on the mag-

neti on�guration of the loalized spins Si by hanging

the amplitude of the magnetization, and on the position

of the Fermi level in the band through the Fermi-Dira

distribution.

We assume that the magnitude of eah loal moment
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FIG. 5: O�-diagonal ondutivity �xy(J) evaluated at T = 0

for a �lling fator p = 1=3 (a), p = 1=2 (b), p = 1=4 () and

p = 1=5 (d) and � = �=3 (ontinuous lines) and � = �=4

(dashed lines).

follows the mean �eld relation

M (T)= jSij= M 0

r

1�
T

Tc
: (13)

where Tc is the ritial temperature. This an be de-

sribed by introduing in eq. 1 a temperature dependent

oupling onstant

J(T)= J0

r

1�
T

Tc
: (14)

where J0 = JM 0 is the zero temperature exhange on-

stant and J0 and Tc are supposed to be independent.

Consequently, dereasing the temperature from Tc to

T = 0 is equivalent to inrease the exhange oupling

from J = 0 to J = J0. This inrease of J an be onsid-

ered as done at zero temperature sine in a large range

of parameters, the additional e�et of temperature (i.e.

the T -dependane of the Fermi funtion in Eq. (8)), is

signi�ant only when the Fermi level is very lose to a

band edge.

-1

-0.5

0

J=0.3 t
J=0.4 t
J=0.5 t

0

0.5

1

σ/
σ 0

J=0.6 t
J=0.7 t
J=0.8 t

-1

-0.5

0
j=0.4 t
j=0.5 t
j=0.6 t
j=0.7 t

0 π/4 π/2
θ

-1

-0.5

0

a)

b)

c)

d)

FIG. 6: �xy=�0 with �0 = m ax(j�xyj) versus � angle, alu-

lated for a �lling fator p = 1=2 (a)and (b) and p = 1=4 ()

and p = 1=5 (d) and di�erent values of J0. The ontinuous

line represents the hirality given by (9). The Hall ondu-

tivity is represented by the dashed lines for di�erent values of

the parameter J0. We remark that �xy hanges sign when J0

tends to 0:6t. That hange is related to the position of the

Fermi level within the band but not assoiated to hange of

the Chern numbers. It is remarkable that the ondutivity

is more or less proportional to the hirality in a large range

of ouplings, up to J0 � t as well as for large � values. For

p = 1=4 and p = 1=5, one an show that the o�-diagonal on-

dutivity is not proportional to the hirality even for small

values of J0.

Qualitatively, this means that when temperature is de-

reased, one moves vertially from the bottom to the top

of the phase diagram in Fig. 3: if J0 is large enough,

the temperature derease produes at some peuliar tem-

perature T? suh that J(T?) = Jc(T = 0), a hange in

ondutivity due to the hange of the Chern numbers.

From this observation it follows that �xy an show abrupt

hanges with temperature. It is worth noting that dur-

ing that proess, in the frame of our model, the magneti

texture haraterized by its � angle has not moved. Of

ourse, a hange in � an also be responsible for a sign

hange.

To be more spei�, we onsider several examples pre-

sented in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7: O�-diagonal ondutivity �xy(T) for a �lling fator

p = 1=2 (a), p = 1=3 (b), p = 1=4 () and p = 1=5 (d) and

� = �=3 (ontinuous lines) and � = �=4 (dashed lines).

We start with the �lling fator p = 1=2, the ritial

temperature Tc = 0:1t and J(T = 0) = 2t (Fig. 7-a).

With this hoie of parameters, the Fermi level lies in

a gap when J0 > 3t=2, whih means that at low tem-

peratures (i.e., for large J0), the system is insulating.

When the temperature is inreased, �xy remains equal

to zero untill T reahes the temperature T1 for whih

J(T1)= 3t=2. Above this temperature, the gap loses,

making the transverse ondutivity inreasing ontinu-

ously. It reahes an extremum whih is a funtion of

the texture angle �. Just below Tc, �xy hanges sign

beause of a subtle balane between the states giving

positive and negative ontributions to the ondutivity,

namely, the states from bands 3 and 4 (negative ontribu-

tion) and the states from band 2 (positive ontribution).

These ontributions may be globally explained by the

assoiated Chern numbers of these bands, at small J0 :

�3;�4 = � 2 and �2 = 3.

For the �lling fator p = 1=3 (Fig. 7-b), the behav-

ior is ompletely di�erent. The transverse ondutivity

is quantized and �nite at zero temperature as the Fermi

level is loated in a gap. When the temperature inreases

and reahes the value T? de�ned by J(T?) = Jc(�), for

whih gaps are �nite but su�iently small to autho-

rize the interband proesses, �xy ontinuously inreases.

Upon inreasing temperature, the ondutivity inreases

and then hanges its sign. This hange of sign is not of

the same origin as we onsidered for p = 1=2. In the �rst

ase, the Chern numbers are �xed but the temperature

hanges the balane between the weights of eah band.

In the seond example, bands 3 and 4 get rossed thus

hanging their Chern numbers. The variation of Chern

numbers produes the sign hange in the transverse on-

dutivity. Due to thermal �utuations, the extremum of

ondutivity does not reah its quantized value of 2 (in

units of e2=h) but saturates at 1.8. The ondutivity �-

nally dereases down to zero when T reahes Tc, as it

should be.

It is also possible to hoose the �lling fators that plae

the Fermi level at zero temperature within a band. In

these ases, there is no generi behavior, and the angle of

the spin texture plays an important role. Some results are

shown on �gure 7 for the di�erent �lling fators p = 1=4

() and p = 1=5 (d).

Thus, these results show that in the mean �eld approx-

imation a large variety of behaviors are possible in our

model. The next step would be to study a model loser

to the experimental situation of pyrohlores, where the

variation of magneti struture with temperature and ap-

plied �eld has been studied by neutrons experiments

15

,

allowing to take into aount the real ristallographi and

magneti strutures of these systems.
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